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The wall as canvas
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Wallpaper design
inspired by art and nature
VICKY SANDERSON

AROUND THE
HOUSE
n a bitter winter night,
New Zealand’s cinematic
lands cape — s oar ing
mountains, glacial blue lakes, verdant rainforest, and long stretches
of golden beach — may well be
the last thing on the minds of
bone-chilled Torontonians.
Its echoes, however, were
recently felt by the designers and
fans who braved a snow storm to
look at new wallpapers from New
Zealand artist Emma Hayes.
In town at the invitation of
Maria Raco, owner of NewWall
www.newwall.com, which has
exclusive Canadian distribution
of Hayes’ wallcovering and textile lines,
Hayes www.emmahayes.co.nz
herself is quick to cite her country’s
diverse scenery as inspiration.
“It wasn’t necessarily intentional, but I think it has come
out subconsciously and as I’ve
built up a body of work, certain
themes have emerged.”
Her Tussock paper, for example, was rooted in vacation pictures she took of native meadow
grasses moving in the breeze.
Highly fluid, organic patterns
based on pressed leaves, petals,
the weathered erosion of sediment, wild grasses, shifting tides,
cloud-dappled skies, rain, and
lazy rivers all figure in Hayes’
work, often executed in strong,
gestural brushstrokes.
All designs start with “some
sort of mark making,” she says.
“There’s lot of watercolours,
quick drawing, sketches — from
there patterns evolve. Sometimes it’s right away from the
drawing, or you have thoughts in
your head that sit for a while and
percolate.”
The work is scaled large, a feature that reflects a love of postwar abstract expressionists like
Mark Rothko, who were “thinking about the wall as canvas,
making paintings to journey
through. I like that it will go from
the floor to the ceiling and perhaps around the room.”
Inspiration closer to home
came from New Zealand artist Colin McCahon (1919 –1987)
and his Northland Panels series;
eight paintings the artist completed in 1958 after a U.S. tour
during which he looked deeply at
the work of such abstract expressionists as Pollock, Rothko, and
De Kooning.
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Like Rothko, Hayes understands the expressive value of
colour, deftly employing subtle, desaturated tones — ash
and mist greys, tea and honeyed
browns, soft sage greens, along
with mauves, pinks, and blues
of varying weights. On some
papers, like Cloud, there’s just
enough shine, says Hayes, “to
give it a lift, a bit of luminosity.”
“I like water colour to layer up
and build colour and intensity,”
she says, “and I like colour that
transitions from dark to light.”
Hayes’ gold, black, and silver
metallics also reference natural
forms, like light shimmering on
water, in a way she likes to think
of as “harmonious”. She appreciates what reflective elements can
do for fabrics, especially when
they move. “I like thinking about
those qualities and how it might
enhance the design.”
Hayes’ career began as a
graphic artist before she moved
into fashion, where she says her
love of textile and print came
together.
“But the time frame’s so short
— you put so much work in and
then six months later, it’s last
season. With my interior work, I
really enjoy working on designs
with longevity.”
She also enjoys the autonomy.
“Graphics can be quite tight. You
are working to a brief and you
have to communicate certain
things. Once I started doing my
own work, I could explore whatever I want,” she says.
Combining hand-made prints
with digital printing adds technical challenges that require
specific manufacturing expertise. “There is a lot of technical
thought that goes into it. You
need a knowledge of ink and surfaces — it’s a craft,” she says.
Like any craft, results are not
always immediately perfect.
“The first sample of Reflection
was way too reflective, just like
a mirror. So there is refinement
that goes on.”
Some ideas are simply not
quite ready to be shown. “It’s
sometimes technical, part of the
process that can be tweaked.
Other times you really love a
work but there is just something
that needs to be resolved. It can
hard to set aside.”
— Vicky Sanderson is the editor
of Around the House www.
aroundthehouse.ca. Follow her
on Instagram @athwithvicky,
on Twitter @ATHwithVicky and
on FB at www.facebook.com/
ATHWithVicky

One of two new designs, Brushstroke, in subtle silver greys.

Coverage per roll varies by design; papers ship in two to
eight weeks, depending on stock.

The new Sediment design in a clay-toned Earth colourway.

Hayes' other new pattern is Sediment, seen here in a millefeuille of blues.

